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To:  United Nations, Member states 

Cc:  Members of international organizations, Media, Reporters 

From: Kaygo Ohtsuka 

Date:  Apr. 5, 2024 

Subject:  

Continued Crocus City Hall bombing was  

an FSB false flag operation 

The ISIS attacks were not coincidental, but were carried out with 

at least the understanding of the FSB. 

Therefore, it is safe to assume that there were not a single 

casualty.  

  No video footage was released showing the anger of the relatives 

of the dead and injured, who would normally be in Moscow. 

***** 

1. It is clear that the FSB was aware that there was a mass shooting due 

to information from British intelligence. 

1) Terrorists were walking, not running. 

I was walking slowly inside the building, taking footages from 

behind the terrorist side. 
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2) The gun the terrorists possessed was the latest Russian-made AK-12 

This is the second time it has been used in Ukraine, and given the 

Russian military's weapons shortage there, it is unlikely to be on 

the global market or available to terrorists. 
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3) If the act was carried out after receiving a reward, it cannot be 

called an act of terrorism by a terrorist. That's not normal, 

because it's a business practice. 

In order to attribute the blame to Ukraine's involvement, Russia 

used torture to get the perpetrator to admit that he had received 

compensation from (Ukraine). 

Russia itself is claiming that it is not terrorism. Even in the video, 

it is clear that the two men went out of their way to indicate the 

location with their hands, aim the gun at an area where no one was 

around, and shoot the gun with the camera in mind. 

The infiltrating terrorists were not on guard at all. They look like 

they are acting and filming. 
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2. Biden and the US military have no intention of letting Russia win 

Ukraine. 

Until 2024, the US has prohibited weapons donations from the 

US and NATO countries from being used in mainland Russia. 

Ukraine also understands this and has not used it. 

However, the US seems to have started saying that it is trying to 

prevent Ukraine from winning against Russia in 2024. They have 

commented that the destruction of military facilities and military 

logistics equipment in mainland Russia with Ukrainian weapons 

should not be done. 

"Online Press Briefing with Ambassador Julianne Smith U.S. 

Permanent Representative to NATO"  Special Briefing, April 2, 2024 
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MODERATOR Alex Raufoglu : (omission) 

On Ukraine, as you know, Russia keeps increasing the 

targeting of Ukraine’s energy infrastructure, and there were 

reports recently that the U.S. was against Ukraine hitting back 

inside Russia on Russian energy infrastructure.   

I was wondering – just wanted to ask you directly that are 

there any constraints placed upon Ukraine in how Ukraine 

fights back or takes the fight back into Russia?   

I’m asking because there’s a growing sentiment that 

Ukraine is given enough to survive, but not enough to win. 

AMBASSADOR SMITH: (omission) 

In terms of actually going after targets inside Russia, that is 

something that the United States is not particularly supportive 

of.   

We are focused on Ukrainians’ right to defend its territory 

and to push Russians out of its territory, where the Ukrainians 

have had considerable success.   

And again, our objective is to help them continue to see 

those victories on the battlefield. 

 

There are some things to consider carefully here. 

Russia has expanded its territory by destroying everything in 

Bucha and Mariupol, including civilian facilities, massacring and 
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torturing civilians. 

Ukraine is in a civil war and will never be able to make such a 

retake of its own territory. 

Knowing that it would never be possible to retake it with ground 

forces, Ambassador Smith told NATO that the US was "seeking 

that." 

The NATO ambassador made it clear to NATO countries in 

Europe and Canada that President Biden is trying to impose a 

"ceasefire-like peace" on Ukraine. 

From the beginning, Russia invaded Ukraine as a special military 

operation. 

Considering the fact that it was not labeled as a "war," it is safe 

to assume that the US Biden administration made a backroom deal 

with the Kremlin to get Putin to invade Ukraine. 

If we consider that the US is itself a "Merchant of Death'' and 

used its spies, the head of the Nazi FSB, Bortnikov Hitler, to force 

Putin to invade Ukraine in order to raise the price of oil, we can 

understand the essence of Russia's war of aggression against 

Ukraine. 

This is in perfect agreement with what members of the Russian 

negotiating delegation said: Although Ukraine and Russia had 

agreed to halt the invasion on the condition that ``Ukraine not join 

NATO'' after the invasion, Biden opposed it, and the invasion 

continued and expanded. 
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3. Why did you start telling Ukraine to stop its attacks on mainland 

Russia? 

I warned Ukraine, the US, and others that they should be careful 

because the US's true intentions have become clear:  

"The US has been telling Ukraine not to carry out escalatory 

attacks against mainland Russia for a long time." 

However, it acquiesced in attacks carried out by Ukraine using 

winged AI drones on an oil export facility near St. Petersburg and 

on distillation towers at an oil refinery. It was not considered an 

escalation. 

Biden acquiesced because the attack was advantageous to the US 

oil majors. Biden let Russia invade Ukraine and covered up the fact 

that the real Putin was dead. The oil majors, the real culprits who 

are keeping the war still going on, have come to the fore. 

In time, it will become clear that US Biden is even more of a 

criminal in this war than Putin, and US oil majors are the 

masterminds behind the scenes. 

The US has always aimed to "force a ceasefire with Ukraine due 

to escalation." They continued secret deals with Russia to make the 

FSB carry out false flag operations. 

So were the FSB's drone attacks on civilian buildings and 

airfields in Moscow. If there was a video of the bullet landing, it 

would have been a false flag operation, and it have been obvious 

right away. 
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At times, they even used the US military to carry out false flag 

operations. 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Be_careful_with_Biden.pdf 

The Biden administration's goal in 2024 was to leave Ukraine 

with a shortage of air defense weapons, such as Patriot missiles, and 

force Russia to carry out escalation bombing attacks on power 

facilities and civilian homes. 

In response, Ukraine needed to take action to prevent Plan X 

from triggering a major blackout in Moscow using AI winged 

drones. So they probably had the Russian FSB carry out a false flag 

operation at Crocus City Hall. 

In retaliation, they would bomb Ukraine, which lacked air 

defense missiles, in an attempt to cultivate public opinion in 

Ukraine that would allow President Zelensky to accept a "ceasefire 

peace." 

Zelensky's dismissal of Danilov as Secretary of the National 

Security and Defense Council was likely at the request of Biden. 

It was Zelensky's betrayal of the Ukrainian people, on the same 

level as when he dismissed General Zarzhny. 

Ukraine could have won against Russia, but Zelensky did not 

want to win, instead accepting a "ceasefire-like peace" that would 

continue the conflict and military tensions without returning to 

peace. 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Semi-automatic_ground_combat_AI_robot_system.pdf 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Be_careful_with_Biden.pdf
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Semi-automatic_ground_combat_AI_robot_system.pdf
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The scenario envisioned by the US was as follows. 

Achieve a ceasefire in Israel and remove the urgency of Israeli 

weapons deliveries. 

The House of Representatives, Mike Johnson, will vote to reject 

the budget, which was approved by the Senate on a bipartisan basis. 

(Because the Israel aid budget is included, it is necessary to create 

a rearranged bill) 

This leaves President Zelensky with no choice but to accept a 

ceasefire-like peace. 

In a third country, they make Russia and Ukraine negotiate and 

accept a ceasefire-like peace agreement. 

There would have been two options. 

Zelensky's preferred plan is to establish a ceasefire in the three 

regions, including Crimea, and to make peace by stationing U.S. 

troops in Ukraine through a bilateral agreement with the United 

States. 

The other option would be for Ukraine to join NATO by ceding 

a few regions to Russia. The policy is to expand the military of 

Ukraine and turn it into a military superpower. 

What the US wants is probably Zelensky's first option. That is, 

like in Japan, controlling the country's high-ranking bureaucrats 

through the US military, thereby controlling politicians, and 

making Ukraine a vassal state of the US. 
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On April 5th (Japan time), Secretary of State Blinken headed to 

the NATO meeting via France and met with Ukrainian Foreign 

Minister Kuleba, where he mentioned Ukraine's intention to join 

NATO. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This means that the United States and Ukraine have reached an 

agreement on the second option. However, the US is also 

considering stationing US forces in Ukraine and making it a vassal 

state under a bilateral agreement between the US and Ukraine. 

However, there are too big problem with this option. The 

question is whether economic sanctions against Russia will be lifted 

or not. 

European countries never want to accept a ceasefire-like peace, 
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especially the lifting of economic sanctions against Russia. 

In addition, in Russia, the mainstream, including Prime Minister 

Mishustin, and the Russian oligarchs believe that lifting economic 

sanctions is the most important theme, and peace without it has no 

meaning at all. 

If sanctions against Russia were lifted, it would be a complete 

defeat for Ukraine and Zelensky's political career would be 

completely over. 

It is safe to assume that Biden is thinking of abandoning Zelensky 

as Zelensky's term expires in May. 

Although it appears on the surface that peace has been reached, 

Biden and Sullivan's aim is more toward a ceasefire and peace 

between Israel and Hamas. This is because the White House is more 

clearly responsible. 

The US should be seen as deceiving Ukraine and Zelensky by 

merely making superficial advances. 

 

4. That's because the movement changed significantly in the first week 

of April. 

This is because French President Macron has donated air defense 

missiles from France to Ukraine. Under Czech leadership, the 

supply of shells was also improved. 

It also became clear that Crocus City Hall was an FSB false flag 
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operation. (British intelligence will have informed President 

Zelensky) 

In a desperate bid to force a ceasefire-like peace on Ukraine, 

there were US moves:  

(1) Ambassador Julianne Smith, U.S. Permanent 

Representative to NATO, commented: "From the 

beginning, the US has told the NATO countries that 

Ukraine should not attack Russian mainland territory." 

(2) Secretary of State Blinken visited France 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Behind this is the demand that the Kremlin, the head of the Nazi 

FSB Bortnikov Hitler made to Biden and Sullivan. 
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Russia's arms factory and oil refinery facility in Tatarstan, a 

mainland territory located more than 1,200 km from Ukraine, were 

bombed by airstrikes by AI winged rush-type drones. 

The Crocus City Hall bombing was later revealed to be a false 

flag operation by the FSB. 

President Zelensky warned Russia in the strongest tone ever to 

the Washington Post, "If Russia continues to carry out air strikes 

on power generation facilities and civilian airstrikes in Ukraine, we 

will seriously attack Russian mainland territory." 

The technology for all of Russia's oil refineries is provided by 

Western companies, and the companies have reportedly taken steps 

to prevent parts from being provided. 

Therefore, it will be difficult for Russia's oil refineries to recover 

unless sanctions are lifted. 

The Kremlin fears that Ukraine will follow up Plan X with Plan 

Z: making Moscow almost permanently uninhabitable. 
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The US is likely trying to force a ceasefire-like peace on Ukraine, 

driven by Bortnikov. 

Bortnikov is believed to have asked Biden to force a ceasefire-like 

peace on Ukraine, prioritizing an end to the Israel-Hamas war. 

Hamas is Russia's only trump card. 

That's why they used NATO representatives and Blinken to 

appeal to Russia. 

If a US representative to NATO says something in private to 

NATO military members, it can go unnoticed by the public. 

However, when someone openly comments, it's a completely 

different story. This is because you have to think about who gave 

the speech, to whom, and what they were trying to convey. 

Ambassador US Smith's speech does not leave a good impression 

on the NATO countries. This is because it conveys that "the US does 

not want Ukraine to win from the beginning." 

This is unacceptable to the people of Ukraine and many other 

countries, and even to the citizens of the United States who are 

burdened with this burden. 

Only the Kremlin, Russia, will be happy to hear that speech. 

Biden was simply trying to appeal to Russia by saying, "I'm 

working hard to force a ceasefire-like peace on Ukraine." 

If this is a foolish statement made by a disoriented dementia 

patient, there is a possibility that things will change in the future. 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/What_is_the_US_next_step_after_reducing_the_supply_of_shells.pdf 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/What_is_the_US_next_step_after_reducing_the_supply_of_shells.pdf
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However, it can be said that the US White House, including the 

National Security Adviser and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 

Staff, could only make decisions similar to those of a patient 

suffering from dementia. 

The security personnel in the White House and the US military 

are a group of incompetent people who will never improve. 

The biggest problem is the choice to keep Bortnikov Hitler, head 

of the Nazi FSB, in the Kremlin. Since they are spies for the US 

President, it is nothing more than a conspiracy to continue their 

backroom dealings. 

As long as Bortnikov remains in the Kremlin, the real Putin war, 

which he has defined as the fight to defeat the Nazis and Hitler, will 

never end. 

Peace will never return to Ukraine as long as Bortnikov, who has 

repeatedly committed brutal torture and murder and committed 

large-scale terrorist acts such as the bombing of the Kakhovka Dam, 

remains in the Kremlin. 

The people of Ukraine, the US, and Russia should send Biden, 

Sullivan, and Bortnikov to The Hague to be tried as war criminals. 

The question is whether these dementia patients will continue to 

cause hundreds of thousands of deaths and injuries. 

The United Nations General Assembly should abolish the 

Security Council and impose sanctions on Russia, the US White 

House, and the Department of Defense. 
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If this is not possible, the United Nations should be dissolved. 

It is nothing more than an institution that can serve as an 

indulgence for those imperialist countries. 

In Germany, France, and Japan, continent law countries might 

not be able to convict Biden and Bortnikov because there would be 

no evidence of their criminal acts. 

However, Anglo-American law is common law, and especially in 

the US, guilt or innocence is determined by the jury's judgments. 

Biden and Sullivan are likely to have sufficient evidence to 

support their war crimes. 

Nothing has been disclosed about the meeting between Kremlin 

representatives, Biden, and Sullivan immediately after Prigozhin's 

Moscow march. 
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Biden and Sullivan, far from disproving this, are saying that they 

cannot refute it. 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Be_careful_with_Biden.pdf 

If you ask Biden, he will probably just say, "I don't remember 

(because I have dementia)." But Sullivan isn't allowed the same. 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/What_is_the_US_next_step_after_red

ucing_the_supply_of_shells.pdf 

When the US first tried to impose a ceasefire-like peace on 

Ukraine, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Milley commented, 

"Russian casualties exceeded 100,000, and Ukraine likely suffered 

about the same number." 

He didn't even use the data the US had on how disastrous 

Russia's kill ratio was in Bakhmut's human-wave tactics. He ended 

up commenting on numerical predictions based on Russian 

documents. 

It is same "I'm a Kremlin spy,'' the chairman of the US Joint 

Chiefs of Staff had said. 

Neither Ukraine nor the rest of the world should continue to 

tolerate such stupid criminal acts by the US military and the White 

House. 

On Apr. 3, 2024, facts related to the core of the US-Russia 

backroom deel have also emerged. 

https://www.pravda.com.ua/eng/news/2024/04/3/7449413/ 

"Russian ship carrying nuclear fuel for US nuclear power plant 

detained in German port" 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Be_careful_with_Biden.pdf
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/What_is_the_US_next_step_after_reducing_the_supply_of_shells.pdf
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/What_is_the_US_next_step_after_reducing_the_supply_of_shells.pdf
https://www.pravda.com.ua/eng/news/2024/04/3/7449413/
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Economichna Pravda — Wednesday, 3 April 2024, 09:5632724 

Why does Russia continue to supply nuclear fuel to the US 

despite being subject to so many economic sanctions? 

It can be said that the Kremlin, which does not seek to sanction 

the US, continues to acknowledge the existence of backroom deals 

with the Biden administration. 

The United States should become self-sufficient in nuclear fuel. 

Because there are many nuclear warheads. Moreover, the nuclear 

warhead cannot cause a nuclear explosion. This is because it does 

not have a structure that allows multiple enriched uranium pieces 

to be combined into one. 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/You_should_impeach_biden.pdf 

Only 13% of Russia's remaining nuclear warheads are filled with 

enriched uranium. 

https://t.me/generalsvr/1256 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/GeneralSVR_221204_87_of_Russian_nucle

ar_warheads_cannot_explode.pdf 

As I was writing this document, Mike Johnson postponed the 

date for a vote on the Ukraine aid bill until mid-April. 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2024-04-03/us-house-s-ukraine-war-aid-

vote-is-likely-weeks-or-more-away?embedded-checkout=true 

This is probably because they believed that the April 9 vote 

would not be possible because the scenario of forcing a cease-fire 

peace on Ukraine was fading away. 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/You_should_impeach_biden.pdf
https://t.me/generalsvr/1256
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If Israel does not reach a cease-fire and make peace, the aid bill 

will pass if it is voted on. 

This is a completely meaningless reason, since Mike Johnson 

cannot create a consensus with the hardliners in the House of 

Representatives. 

Not only must Biden, Sullivan, and Bortnikov be tried as war 

criminals, but we must also hold the real culprits, the US oil majors, 

US military, and military industry accountable. 

Of the 1 trillion euros in reparations to Ukraine, half of the 500 

billion euros would be borne by Russia, and half would be paid by 

the US oil majors, 250 billion euros, and by cutting military 

spending by 250 billion euros to pay reparations. We should start 

by considering the burden ratio at 1/2. 

The military spending that will be cut should be returned to the 

American people, who have been paying high gasoline prices, in the 

form of tax cuts. 

We need to hold Biden, Bortnikov, and the oil majors 

accountable. If the imperialist ways of the United States and Russia 

were to remain, conflicts and wars would soon return. 

The United Nations General Assembly needs to have the power 

to implement international peace. 

It can be said that both internet shutdowns and AI winged rush-

type drones have proven to be forces of peace for imperialist 

countries that cannot be countered. 
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The United Nations General Assembly and its member states 

should confidently implement deterrence against imperialist 

powers that will achieve international peace and save the world 

from conflict and poverty. 

We no longer need to wait for a single nuclear missile to be 

launched and to prove that it cannot produce a fission explosion. 

The tyrannical imperialism of the nuclear superpowers should be 

restrained immediately. 

The Hiroshima-type atomic bomb (Fat) exploded, but the 

Nagasaki-type atomic bomb (Tall) could not even create a 

mushroom cloud.  

The Nagasaki type was an unscientific weapon that, like today's 

nuclear warheads, was thought to be able to produce a nuclear 

explosion by igniting it with a gunpowder explosion. 

However, when the atomic bomb was dropped on Nagasaki, the 

Urakami Cathedral of Christ Church burned down. The US, which 

attacks civilians, also attacks Christian churches, and is a mass 

murderer without any faith. 

 

5. This document is a sequel to "The Crocus City Hall bombing 

was FSB false flag operation". 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/The_Crocus_City_Hall_bombing_was_FSB_false_flag_oper

ation.pdf 

 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/The_Crocus_City_Hall_bombing_was_FSB_false_flag_operation.pdf
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/The_Crocus_City_Hall_bombing_was_FSB_false_flag_operation.pdf
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Appendix 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Be_careful_with_Biden.pdf 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Read_First.pd 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Let_the_UN_possess_the_power_to_

realize_world_peace.pdf 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/J_Let_the_UN_possess_the_power_t

o_realize_world_peace.pdf 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/The_Crocus_City_Hall_bombing

_was_FSB_false_flag_operation.pdf 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/J_The_Crocus_City_Hall_bombi

ng_was_FSB_false_flag_operation.pdf 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/What_is_the_US_next_step_afte

r_reducing_the_supply_of_shells.pdf 

 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Biden_initiated_Russia's_war_of_ag

gression_against_Ukraine.pdf 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Tell_President_Biden_to_make_peac

e.pdf 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Warning_to_Russia,_China_and_th

e_US.pdf 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/The_three_nuclear_powers_are_des

perate.pdf 

 

https://translate.google.co.jp/?hl=en&sl=ja&tl=en 
 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Be_careful_with_Biden.pdf
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Read_First.pd
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Let_the_UN_possess_the_power_to_realize_world_peace.pdf
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Let_the_UN_possess_the_power_to_realize_world_peace.pdf
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/J_Let_the_UN_possess_the_power_to_realize_world_peace.pdf
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/J_Let_the_UN_possess_the_power_to_realize_world_peace.pdf
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/The_Crocus_City_Hall_bombing_was_FSB_false_flag_operation.pdf
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/The_Crocus_City_Hall_bombing_was_FSB_false_flag_operation.pdf
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/J_The_Crocus_City_Hall_bombing_was_FSB_false_flag_operation.pdf
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/J_The_Crocus_City_Hall_bombing_was_FSB_false_flag_operation.pdf
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/What_is_the_US_next_step_after_reducing_the_supply_of_shells.pdf
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/What_is_the_US_next_step_after_reducing_the_supply_of_shells.pdf
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Biden_initiated_Russia's_war_of_aggression_against_Ukraine.pdf
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Biden_initiated_Russia's_war_of_aggression_against_Ukraine.pdf
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Tell_President_Biden_to_make_peace.pdf
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Tell_President_Biden_to_make_peace.pdf
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Warning_to_Russia,_China_and_the_US.pdf
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Warning_to_Russia,_China_and_the_US.pdf
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/The_three_nuclear_powers_are_desperate.pdf
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/The_three_nuclear_powers_are_desperate.pdf
https://translate.google.co.jp/?hl=en&sl=ja&tl=en
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https://twitter.com/Kay_121/status/1633717124006043651 

https://twitter.com/Kay_121/status/1731461069611438302 

https://twitter.com/Kay_121/status/1646020852931268609 

***** 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Continued_The_Crocus_City_Hall_bombing

_was_an_FSB_false_flag_operation.pdf 

***** 
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